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Reagan rolls out
red carpet for
Gorbachev's visit

II(fl(. hinit this

photo by Anarev Vecchw

k 'Ling hey poets out the family Christmas
tree dun's& Xi Sigma Pi's annual sale behind

Nutting Half. The forestr fraternity will be
selling trees until Dec. 13.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Soviet leader ,Mikhail S. Gorbachev, setting foot for the first
time on American soil, said
Monday he hopes to hear "new
words" about prospects for
cutting long-range strategic
weapons at his White House
summit this week with President _,Reagan.
The Reagan administration
rolled out the red carpet for
Gorbachev and his wife Rama,
and in a welcoming statement
the Soviet leader wished "peace
and well being to all
Americans.
"At the center of our discussions with the president to the
United §tates will be the pivotal
questions of Soviet-American
relations, questions of reducing
strategic offensive arms."
Gorbachev said.
The White House summit
opens Tuesday, highlighted at
I:45 p.m. EST by the signing of
a
treaty
to
eliminate
intermediate-range nuclear
weaptins,(INF), the first ever
agreement calling for the
destruction of an entire
category of atomic arms.
The shorter range-weapons
do not pose a threat to the
United States: hut are iargeted
on Soviet and Western Europe.
Strategic arms can be fired across the world and are considered the most serious nuclear
threat.

A strategic arms pact eluded
Reagan and Gorbachev at their
summit in Iceland last year
because of differences over the
U.S. Star Wars missile defense
plan. While there are signs of a
lessening of Soviet objections to
Star Wars, American officials
say there is a lot of negotiating
ahead before -111e-tive-leaders - -could sign a strategic weapons
treaty at another summit in
Moscow next year.
"On behalf of the people and
the 'government of the Soviet
Union, I wish to assure all
Americans that we sincerely
want better relations between
our peoples and countries."
Gorbachev said. Secrectary of State George
Shultz, who greeted the Soviet
leader and then went to tea with
him at the Soviet Embassy near
the White House, told Gorbachev, "We are ready." The
Soviet leader replied, "We arc
ready, too."
Shultz then planned a
meeting Monday night with
Soviet foreign Minister Edward A. Shevardnadze to make
last-minute preparations for the
face to face meetings between
Reagan and Gorbachev.
A half hour after. Gorbachev's arrival, the treaty
brough( from Geneva br
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Maine important state for candidates
Smiles Kauai

i

Republican presidential candates may be doing well in the
- rly polls, but they will suffer,
once "Reaganomics begins to
hurt," said: a state Campaign
official for Democratic candidate Sen. Paul Simon.
Peter Leslie, co-chair for the
Paul Simon Committee in
Maine, also said recent reports
of Democratic leaders looking
for alternative candidates will
have little effect on the campaigns or the party.
Leslie's comments come as
the senator's wife is preparing
to visit the University of Maine
Dec. 9, on her national speaking tour.
Jean Simon will speak at II
a.m. in the .South Lon room
of the Memorial Union
, Chris Hartman. a UNIaine
education graduate student and

Simon supporter, said Maine
"It's like the drunken sailor,
could be an important state for
who wakes up the next mornthe candidates
ing with an empty wallet, he
On Dec. I. The New York
said. "'But boy the night
Times reported the latest poll
before was such a gas.'"
by the paper and CBS News
The New York Times also
showed support for the
reported last week that a
Republicans was dropping, but
number of senior Democratic
that they were still more
leaders hase been meeting
popular than the Democrats.
behind closed doors to try to
In addition to this poll, the
get other candidates into the
College Press Service recently
race
reported that some political
The newspaper quoted an
analysts say college students
unnamed congressional leader
-currently -favor- -Republican
as saying:
candidates.
"All we're looking for is the
Leslie, a retired international
investment banker, said the tight horse. That's the frustraRepublicans are ahead in the ---tion. The public wants the
Democrats, they *ant change.
polls because many people are
content in this "wonderful 'but we have nobody for them
to go to."
period of spending" we are in.
These same people don't,
Leslie said the meetings bethe said, the enormotA
ween some senior Democratic
debt AC are building up'
leaders would not be detrimen'In the future they will find 'alio the candidates.
that the coffers are empty,:'
"At this stage it's not a credi-

ble movement,". he said.
"Paul Simon is, in the
mainstream of int Democratic
Party and most of the other
candidates stand for precisely
the same things."
Hartman
said
the
Democratic leadership may not

Hartman said that Maine,
considered to be a natural supporter for Massachusett's Gov.
Michael Dukakis, could prove
an important one to win for any
of the candidates.
Maine is the third state to
hold its caucus, she said, and a

Jean Simon %ill speak on campus While
campaigning for her husband Sen. Paul
Simon, a presidential hopeful.
be supporting any of the current candidates because of
previous problems with the candidates. .
"They're gun shy," she
said.. "First it was with Gary
Hart and then they were buried
with &den_"
"The leadership may not
support a candidate until the__
field shifts out," she said.

combined win with the other
two states would result in a
"significant numbeç of seats"
for that candidate.
Not only might that win
eliminate some candidates, but
it would prove immensely important in fund raising.
"You can't fund raise if you
--well," Heitman
said. -
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Drug counselor fired for taking
GRAN'TS PASS,Ore.(API- .411red
Smith says he knew he was breaking
the rules of his yob as a drug counselor
when he took peyote as a sacrament during II Native American Church secs ice
in a tepee crowded with 50 other people
But Smith. a Klamath Indian. main
t aim he was exercising his constit utlona]
right.to practice his religion freely.
On Tuesday. the U.S Supreme Court
will hear arguments on whether the
state's firing of Smith and another man
and subsequent dental of unemployment
benefits siolated then First Amendment
rights
Suannc Losendahl, a lawyer for
Oregon I egal Sereices in Portland. will

make the case on behalf of Smith, who
was fired in 1984, and Galen W. Black,
a non-Indian fired _a year earlier
William F. Gary. deputy &norms
general for Oregon. will argue the men
knowingly siolated conditions of their
employment - that they remain free of
all drugs and alcohol - and were Fired
for:ertute by the Douglas County Council on Alcohol and Drug Abide. A
Roman Catholic taking wine as part of
communion would has e been fired as
well, he says
The Oregon Supreme Court ruled in
1986 that Smith and Black should get
unemployment benefits because their
First Amendment rights had been

BLOOM COUNTY

siolated Oregon Attorneyt General
Dave Frohnmayer appealed. Smith. 68, a recosering alcoholic
now works as,an attendant at a Goodwill Industries donation trailer in
-Eugene. He hasn't taken a drink in 31
years and he is angry that so mans people continue to winc-poott_stenion
._
AS au -excuse to get high.
"The Native American people don't
define pesote as a drug." he said.
"It's A sacrament. •'
Born on what used to be the Klamath
Indian resersation. Smith was raised a
Catholic. It wasn't until 1914, while
working in an alcohol treatment program in Denser, that he was drawn to
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his heritage
He was hired at the alcohol and drug
program in Roseburg to reach out to
other Indians. program Director Bruce
•
Piper said
Smith conducted sweat lodge
ceremonies Black helped and esentually
became a member Of the Native-_
American Church.
Of Frohnmaaer. Smith said. "I don't
think he likes Indians. I know what a
peoracist IS. l'S e been treated hadls
ple who are raw "
"Nothing could he further from the
Frohnmayer.
truth." countered
"There's a simple bottom line. No one
questions that the actisits (of-which Mr
Smith was fired from his job is criminal
under Oregon law "
Peyote remains illegal in Oregon, but
its use in religious sets 34;ri has not been
prosecuted since a federal law authorized such use, Losendahl said.
Neither Smith nor Black was pro.
secuted for drug use The case before the
court is acts ii one over unemplosment
benefits.

Maine la
Smiles Wise
S'an Wr,ter

Late last summer Chancellor Robert
Woodbury promised himself he would
visit each of the seven campuses in the
University of Maine System to bridge
the distance between the system and the
campuses.
Yesterday. Woodbury fulfilled this
promise.
Here at the University of Maine. the
last of his one-day visits, he fielded questions from students, faculty and
administrators
At the facults and administrators session. Woodbury defended the board of
trustees' recent addition of a sexual
orientation clause.
The controversy over the future of a
;. merged electrical engineering program at
both Umaine and the ,University of
Southern Maine was another dominant
topic.
Earlier in the day Woodbury spoke
with undergraduate and graduate
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innocent to
abduction
FARMINGTON. Maine (API
A
42-year-old logger accused of abducting
his estranged *ift itsc within scscn
weeks pleaded innocent Alondas to
charges of kidnapping and remained.
Jailed on S1.1 million bond Dennis
Nile, who was indicted last week in connection with the Oct 22 abduction of his
27-year-old wife, I vrin. also pleaded innocent in l-armington Superior Court to
charges of gross sesual misconduct.
possession of a firearm hs a felon and
csrminal threatening with a firearm
Also Month',. Nile was arraigned in
Farmington District Court on additional
charges of kidnapping, tampering with
a victim and agars% ated assault in con•
nection with Mrs. Nile's Dec 2
disappearance.
Double surety bail on thecharges in
connection with the Oct. 22 abduction
was increased from 5200.000 to
S300.0002t-the request of 1)istrict At
tomes Janet Mills
Ms. Mills said the bail for all charges
against Nile. who was being held at the
Franklin Count) Jail, now stands at
$1.1 miIion
A manhunt for Nile ended Dec. 3.
when he surrendered to police in
Kingfield after alleged's abducting his
wife Dec..2 from the parking lot of a
Farmington consemence store where she
worked.
He is also accused of abducting her .
from that same Big Apple store Oct. 22 .
and taking her to a wooded area, where
she escaped and flagged down a passing
motorist- -Nile renwied at large from the time
of that firit abduction until he turned
himself in last week
Ms. Mills said she expects the earlier
case to go to trial sometime in lattuars
- about the same time the latest charges
are expected to be brought 'before the
grand mrs
Nile was Cons icted in 19/6 for aggra% ated assault and battery; in 1980 for
aggravated criminal mischief and assaul•
on a police offittandan49Offor1,xJsse -•
sion of a firearm bY a felon
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Staff Minter
Late last summer Chancellor Robert
.Woodbury promised himself he would
visit each of the seven campuses in the
University of Maine System to bridge
the distance between the system and the
Yesterday Woodbury fulfilled this
promise.
Here at the University of Maine. the
Last of his one-day visits, he fielded questions from students. faculty and
administrators.
At the faculty and administrators session. Woodbury defended the board of
trustees' recent addition of a sexual
orientation clause.
The controversy over the future of a
merged electrical enginoring program at
both Umaine and the ,University of
Southern Maine was another dominant
topic.
Earlier in the das Woodbury spoke
with undergraduate and graduate

students in separate sessions.
Last month the HOT voted 8-5 to include a clause in the system's equal opportunity policy which would ban
discrimination against homosexuals.
-7 "The board took an enormousrisk.' Woodbury said.
The chancellor said earlier that day he
had received a large box full of letters
from people against the amendment.
Woodbury said there were three main
arguments for the BOT's decision to
amend the policy, which had previously been rejected by the Legislature.
"First of all, that discrimination does
exist on campus and that is based on sexual orientation." he said. "It's hidden much like family violence and sexual harrassment."
Woodbury also said the ROT did not
vote on this issue to show it was superior
to the Legislature, but that legislative
rulings are more for the whole state,
while the university system is quite
different.
"We need to have an open and free
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This program is ideally Suited for anyone wishing to learn or
'mortise his, or her German — from business people and

travele4 to students planning work or study abroad Take
adsant4ge of this rare opportunity to participate in this total
Germar Language experience
Dr lohn Grandln
Dr Otto Dornberg Co Directors
Department of tAnsuages
lineverattt of Rhode Island
Kineston RI 02UI idOli 792 391I

eittlIWC to I .-Maine.
%

academic and intellectual at mosphere," the chancellor said.
Third, the amendment did not
necessarily mean the system endorsed
homosexuality, he said.
Woodbury said this Januar) the HOT
would be looking at reevaluating the
electrical engineering program it
established between UMaine and USM.
- -The program was a cooptratiye effort
that the BOT had planned would eventually end in accredited programs on
both campuses.

Classifieds

Boston: Live-in, nanny for 3
children & housework, very easygoing family. Start Jan., lyr.
Salary, car, room & board. Call
617-444-5944 collect.

,ned in

Dec.3
m
ing his
n of a
ere she

.hart('ellor

America
is
looking
for
homewor kers to perform mail services. Incentive
programs
available. For information send
large- ---salf-sicidressesi stamped
envelope -to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy., Suite 306, Valencia.
CA 91355.
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Earn Shundreds weeklyS in your
spare time. United Services of

A
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on 'sexual orientation, ifs hidden

Join our "NANNY NETWORK"
of over, 600 placed by us in the
Northeast. One year working with
kids in exchange for salaries up to
S250., room & board, airfare and
benefits. We offer the REST
CHOICES in families and locaHELPING
tions. Contact
HANDS, Inc. at 1-800-544-NANI
for brochure and application.
Featured ,on NBC's TODAY
Show and in WORK I WI
MOTHER magazine as nationally recognized leader in Nanny
placement. Established in 1984
Full year positions only.
Adoption - loving, protemional,
white couple desire to adopt
newborn; all medical and-legal expenses paid; confidential, call collect 1617) 747-5322'

hiring polls-,

"There was a prevalent sense of good
will and cooperation between the institutions," Woodbury said.
He said however, that engineering
consultants had reviewed the program
and told the HOT:
"The UMaine program should go its
own way so that it would not be in
danger of losingits accreditation," he
said.
Woodbury said. "It is a fundamental departure from the original intention
of that program."

Word processing. Experienced, efEctittkg assistance
ficient_
available. 866-7485. Part time telephone survey interviewers wanted. Permanent
research, not sales. 8-20
hours/wk. Evenings, weekends at
our Orono facility. Paid training
starts in January. Northeast
Research 866-5593.
Student Employment: seeking a
counselor aide to counsel other
students in all aspects of career information gathering. Must have
good organization skills. Must be
a junior or interested in working
in same position next year and be
available to work fifteen hours per
week beginning spring semester.
'Jan. 1988. Pay - 54.75 hr. Contact the Office of Career Planning
and Placement. Wingate Hall.
581-1359, to make an appointment
for an inters 1CV.. Closing date for
scheduling interviews is Dec: 18.
Help wanted: Penobscot Cleaning, Inc. Part-time, evenings.
Hours 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p m
-fr44:483f hr. 989-4697
LOST!: Though I am flattered that
you liked my painting enough to
steal it, I would like it back. Please
return it to the Union, where it
was stolen from, or to Mt at 124
Gannett. If anyone has any information, please contact me, 4921,
Joe Norman (Viani)..
1 _
!

lost three of my favorite things"
brown leather belt w silver buckle,
white wool hat, black leather
glikves Ithese in the ladies rm-Rein
Union). Reward. 866-7709 evenings after nine
I

ADOPIION IN CALII-ORNIA
Stanford University professor and
wife. Happily marrildf
years. Anxious to adopt newborn
infant. Personal meeting welcome.
I awful and proper pregnancy
related expenses paid. Couple approved by California adoption
authorities in ads ance -of placement. State supervised adoption
procedures. Please call „collect
Terri and Michael 'Fayer
(415)-328-8723
Need a/paper typed? all Emily
866-5642 SI, a page satisfaction
guarantee4 or your money back.

LOST: blue L.L. Bean book bag
containing HTY and .ANT
notebooks & HTY and ANT term
papers. PLEASE itETURN'
Reward, no questions asked. Call
866-7088 or 827-8255
Classifieds are`50r per line. The,
are published on Tues. & Thurs.
and are due Mon. & W ed. before
noon
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Students say faculty
can't keep CIA away
WATERVILLE, Maine(CPS) — Faults members base no right to trs to keep
Centrairintelligence Agency recruiters from coming to Colbs 011ege, Colby's student gas ernmem unanimously dm-fared Nov- I I
The controsers) at Colby is just the latest desclopment in a growing campus
mosenten.1 to bar the CIA from using school facilities to intersiess potential
employees.
The Colby facutty-trad- voted 49-22 to bar the agency from interviewing on cam
pus. The final decision on CIA recruiting will he made bs college trustees at their
.. lanuars meeting.
Roger Bowen, a Colby professor who supports the ban, said the most was awn
ed at getting the CIA to halt illegal cosert actitit ics. The faculty motion cited the
,spy agency's involsement in Nicaragua. arms sales and illegal domestic insestiga
tions as reasons why Colby should ban it.
"They violate American laws, nobods disputes that, but what do you do to
them?" Bowen asked. "You can either encourage them by aiding them, or you
can tell them 'We can't stop you and we can't reform you, but we sure can stop
aiding you."
But John YsIcNinch. a student gosernment representatise, said the faculty was
"overstepping their bounds" and "acting like parents."
"We're not defending the CIA in any way_ We're just defending the rights of
Colby College," McNinch said.
"We don't-feel the faculty hase the right, we don't feel they should be dictating
to us who we should sec or not see." he said. "They don't trust the moral
.iudgment of students.'
Similar- proteus have-emerged at seserakstber schooli across- the-nation7Attw
drama unfolded at Colbs. Southern Cal and Unit ersits of Minnesota students protested the appearance of CIA recruiters on then campuses.
In October, anti-CIA protests otxured at 1)uke and the unisersit les of California.
Santa Barbara. Iowa, and Vermont.
Vermont student Charley MacManin.had arranged for ap intersiess with the
CIA, intending to throw a bag of blood at the recruiter to protest the agency's
coven activities. But when the Vermont student pulled out the bag, the recruiter
allegedly said "If that blood goes anywhere. I'm going to knock your.front teeth
in." MacMartin hit the recruiter with a lecture about intellectual integrity
iniarnsd.

Smartfood underwear makes interesting
MARLBOROUGH, MA — Looking
for that special something to send an old
friend for the upcoming holidays'
Smartfoods. Inc , manufacturer of
the Smartfood Popcorn and Cheese,
suggests sending a Holidas Gift Pack
that includes a pair of dm-Tit-roc allcotton Smartfood Boxer Short.
Smartfood, an all-natural cheddar
cheese coated popcorn, is leading a
snack food craze that is sweeping the
Northeast. Addicts can now share-this
sensation with friends m other parts of
the United States. For SI5.95. Smart
food., Inc will send six four-ounce bags

of Smartfood, one pair of an-cotton
Smartfood Boxer Shorts (sizes S.M. I..
XL)and a personalized note anywhere
in the United States.
"Nc shipped thousands of gift packs
for Valentine's Day. Mother's Das_and
Father's Day." said Smartfoods, Inc.
President Ken Meyers. "Our newest gift
pack is a great way to share one's
favorite snack with friends oser the
holidays."
Holiday Gift Packs can be ordered bs
sending S15,95.the boxer short size, and
a personal note along with a recipient is
name and address fo Smartfoods, Inc ,

Applications now being received for

Transfer Into The
RESPIRATORY THERAPY PROGRAM

259 Cedar Hill St.. Marlborough,,./MA
01752.
A junk -less junk food. Smartfood is
the smart choice in the snack food
market The all-natural Smartfood Popcorn and Cheese is made from special
hybrid Kentucky corn kernels which arc
air popped and coated with white cheddar cheese powder

Ri

2nd A n n kain

MADISON, Wis.(CPS) — Students just arent pursuing the opposite sex the
way they used to. University of Wisconsin journalism students hese found.
In reponse to a journalism department curses, a rnaionts of Wisconsin-Madison
students said fear of AIDS(acquired immune deficiency syndrome) had cons inced them to change their sexual habits.
Fifty-mx, percent of the students said they used condoms more than they used
to. and two thirds of the students who said thrsd had multiple usual partners
during thel last year said they'd decreased the number, Prof. Sharon Dunwoods,
who supervised the sursey of 418 undergrads. reported.

Hair Design

1

C;(
,

Swap Shop & Ski Sale

now a% ailable in New -England, New
York. New Jersey. Pennsylsania and
Bermuda

Students more cautious about sex

For Further Information. Call 617-437-3667
hlortheastern University
Consort of Pharmacy end
Allied Health Professions
Boston Massac husetts 02 1 1 5

Smartfoods, Inc
based in
Marltvrought. MA, was founded in
1984 and Smanfood Popcorn and
Cheese was introduced in the New
England market in 1985 Smartfood is

Holiday Special Free cut and style with
any color service.

Tues - Sat
Eves by appointment

29 Water St. Old Town

Liquidation Prices/
New & Used Equipment
Tues, Dec 8 & Wed, Dec. 9
2nd floor Union
9 a.m. - 7 p m
Pricta SLASHED on Mordica. Elan, Solomon, Rossignol, K2, and more!
Lowest prices you'll find all season!

"top off

anytime TueSda.'

Apts. tradable for Spring Semester
Intown Locations
.

College]

(CPS) — The College Republicans
perhaps the best organized campu.
political organization in recent MIS r
reeling.
Factionalism, dirty politics am
allegations of an election scandal hayi
roctraithrCollege RepubticanNariona
Committee, and shaken up some stati
and campus chapters.
At the center of the storm is Stocktoi
Reeses. the group's chairperson who
his critics charge, bullied opponents ti
win his position, meddled in campu
Republican affairs and angered other
by effectively aligning the group wit]
presidential candidate Jack Kemp.
Rees es himself said the charges sten
from. a "witch hunt."
Whatever the source, the trouble
the College Republican National Cent
mince(CRbiC)could take it out of th
1988 presidential campaign. .
It's made officials of theRepublical
National Committee, which runs th
main party. "leery" of enlisting th
campus group's campaign help...in in
cider who asked to remain anonymou
said. A "tension" now exists hewer
the party and its student wing, he addecl
"The infighting will dilute the diet
tiveness of the College Republicans
1988,".said North Carolina state Col
lege Republican chairperson Ian Bunn
"The detractors will continue. fo
whateser masochistic reason, to malt

Gays lose rt
Georgetown

WASHINGTON, D.C.(CPS) —
for collegiate gays. the District of Coll
Catholic Georgetown University does
ficial recognition.
The court did say Georgetown must
— generally use of campus meeting
Gas groups sued Georgetown for ret
refused to gise them official stati
homosexualits
Georgetown. As A private unisersits,
D.C., law that forbids discrtminatior
But last wk Judge Julia Cooper ?st
Georgetown
She added the school didn't have to
.11% or the Gay Rights C'oalition of
howeser, because it would imply Get

The U.S.-Sepiet Pairing Pr

Gar.

Tuesday, Dece

I lutchins Concert Hall
University'

Senator Hart

views on f
followed
question and

TIM kV III

For Tickets & Infc

Call Ekelund Properties
866-2516

$4 Students/S6 Genet

All proceeds from this event will be
is sponsored by the International A
program coordinates an exchange c
For turthk infortnahon.

•
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College Republicans: reports of strife
loud noises for monkey reasons."
(CPS) — The College Republicans,
"This continued controversy doesn't
campus
best
organized
perhaps the
reflect positively on the state party,"
political organization in recent years. It
said R.J. Johnson, the political director
reeling.
of the Florida Republican Party.
Factionalism, dirty politics and
The "controversy," Reeves' critics
allegations of an election scandal have
Owing)* 10-state1-S50,00W
_
rocked the College RepublicarrNarimpd-i..—Teay,7began.
campaign to capture leadership of the
Committee, and shaken up some state
CRNC, which has a $500,000 annual
and campus chapters.
budget to coordinate campus party acAt the center of the storm is Stockton
tivities around the U.S.
Reeves, the group's chairperson who.
Reeves "cheated to win," asserted
his critics charge, bullied opponents to
Jim Arnone, the former chairperson of
win his position. meddled in campus
the California College ltepublicans.
Republican affairs and angered Others
Atone. pow a first-year law student
by effectively aligning the group with
at Harvard. was "shocked at the type
presidential candidate jack Kemp.
of things Reeves did" during the
Reeves himself said the charges stem
campaign.
from a "witch hunt."
Reeves, elected by a landslide at the
Vs hatever the source, the trouble in
College Republican national convention
the College Republican National Comin June in Philadelphia,' allegedly ininittee(CRNC)could take it out of the
flated the number of Florida College
1968 presidential campaign.
Republican chapters and members to
It's made officials of the Republican
gain additional delegates, his criticl say.
National Committee, which runs the
His opponents were threatened and
main party. ,"leery" of enlisting the
attacked diiritit-Reeves- campaign for
campus- group•S•campaign help.'.in inthe chairmanship. they claim. Sheri Lee
sider who asked to remain anonymous
Roe, a Southern Cal College Republican
said. A "tension" now exists between
who backed Reeves' opponent John
wing,
added.
and
its
student
he
party
the
Hester, said she received death threats
"The Infighting will dilute the effecfrom Reeses' camp.
tiveness of the College Republicans in
"I was appalled at the dirty
1988,"said North Carolina state Colalthough the Hester camp
politics."
Bunn.
chairperson
tan
Republican
lege
engaged in similar behavior, said Jim
"The detractors will continue, for
I-gan. thc N wining state chairperson.
whatever masochistic reason, to make

Gays lose recognition at
Georgetown in court case
WASHINGTON. D.C.(CPS) — In what has long been seen as a major case
for collegiate gays. the District of Columbia Court of Appeals ruled Nov. 20 that
Catholic Georgetown University does not have to grant student gay groups official recognition.
The court did say Georgetown must give homosexual groups the same privileges
— generally use of campus meeting rooms — it gives other student groups.
(iay groups sued (icorgetown for recognition in 1980, after Georgetown officials
refused to give them official status because Catholic doctrine condemns
homosexuality
Georgetown. as a private university, argued it wasn't covered by a Washington,
D C . law that forbids discrimination on the basis of sexual preference.
But lass week Judge Julia Cooper Mack disagreed. saying the kical law did cover
Georgetown
She added the school didn't have to grant the Gay People of Georgetown University or the Gay Rights( oalition of Georgetown Law School official status,
however. because it would imply Georgetown endorsed gays', lifestyles.

The U.S.-Soviet Pairing Program presents

Owl Hart

-Susan Brackin, the CRNC-s executive
director:is upset by the charges.
Reeves' opponents "must feel cheated
somehow because they only received 24
percent of the popular sole. losinginthe
worst landslide in recent College
Republicans
_
"I won with an overwhelming majority of votes." Reeves added.
A few extra delegates, he noted.
"wouldn't have made a difference" in
the vote, which he won by a resounding
99-delegate margin_
Andy Busch. a Colorado College
Republican who supported Hester. attributed the impressive convention vote
for Reeve's to a change in the order in
which states voted.
The change, which Colorado CR
chairperson Julie Johansen said was
made possible by Reeves' ties to thenchairperson David Miner, accented
Reeves.' strength in eastern chapters,
building a momemtum that left
midwestern and . western delegates
scrambling TO associate WitVi Winner':
• Opponents say Reeves also had more
strength in one of those chapters.
Florida's, than he deserved, allegedly inflating the number of College
Republican clubs on various state
campuses.
The 22-year-old Reeves, who served
as Florida's state College Republican
chairperson, submitted a_ list of 10
— ÷baricta- CR cliN1e convention
credentials committee, thus earning
eight delegates when, his critics say,
there should have been only three.
"I was shown evidence that a significant number of clubs were not
legitimate," explained Gene Taylor, a
member of the June convention's
credentials committee and former national vice chairperson.

Thomas Taulbee. head of the University of Miami's. CR chapter, reports.
"There are officially 12 legitimate CR
clubs- in Florida today."
Officials from 10 of the other campuses said they didn't have chapters.
Reeves-- said they're confused
"You're dealing with administrative officials, and smaller schools do not have
a student union. It's difficult to register
a club, and if they do, it's rare."
"We do not require CR clubs to be
officially recognized by the administration. All they have to do is meet on campus and have 'a faculty sponsor."
Reeves said.
However, the Florida College
Republican state constitution says "a
club may be chartered only after...a letter from an official of the college or
university states that the members are
students."
North Carolina's Bunn, who sat on
the convention's credentials committee,
says the CRNC sometimes waives the .
official recog
— nition rule because leftist
administrators often make it hard it
register a College Republicarrchapter.
Brackin said Reeves didn't list many
of the schools his critics claim, adding
some colleges have several campuses,
with separate CR chapters, listed under
one institution. Most of the-schools that
said they had no chapter, however, are
one-campus mstitsitiolw.
Since the election, bitterness about the
campaign and infighting between sup•
porters of Reeves and Hester, how head
of the Mississippi state CRs, have
disrupted a number of state groups.
Still other Reeves critics are upset by
Reeves's close ties -to Jack Kemp
NY), who is seeking the Republican
presidential nomination.
(see COLLEGE page 12)
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NEED TO
DOCTOR'YTOUR MCAT SCORE?
If your MCAT score needs a shot in the aim,come
ii>the experts in test preparation—Stanley H Kaplan
Our test-taking techniques and educational review
will help you be in top condition test day Vkll not
only sharpen your scientific knowledge,but your reading, problem-solving,and essay-writing skills too
Summer cours are registering now So call the
best in test prep—Kaplan And get an MCAT score
that you deserve

Tuesday,December 8th at 8 p.m.
I lutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono

Senator Hart will_present his
views on foreign policy,
followed by an open
question and answer period.
Two kr kw shard nodal

For Tickets & Information call 581-1755
$4 Students/$6 General Public(General Seating)
All proceeds from this event will benefit the US -Soviet Pairing Program which
is sponsored by the international Affairs Club of the University of Maine The
program coordinates an evchange of Amencan and Soviet university student%
Fut furthis inforrriation. please call 581-12'77 or 581-1613

•

'KAPLAN
STAMP IllIARMIIIIIKA11011MINTElt LTD
DONT COMPETE viTTH
A KAPLAN STUDDIT—SE ONE

Maine class forming now Call now to reserve your place.
(617) 964-TEST
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Editorial
Colby should not bar CIA
t Colby College in WatersiIle, the faculty wants
to bar Central Intelligence Agencs recruiters
from holding on-campus interviews with
graduating seniors.
Saying that the CIA is guilts of criminal acts, the
faculty voted 49-22 to bar the agency from recruiting on
Nov. II.
.41though the decision to ban CIA recruiting will not
be made by the college's trustees until January. the
faculty vote has drawn flak from Colby students and
Maine newspapers.
Each year, the school presents the Elijah Lovejoy
award to those who defend the First Amendment. Lovelos was a 19th Centurs publisher who was murdered by
a mob because of his anti-slasers editorials.
Those who oppose the ban argue that it would hurt
the school's reputation as an advocate of First Amendment rights.
The student governuig.boarti reeendY Passed -.--6Y- a__,_ _._
15-0 %ote a resolution opposing the ban. The resolution
argued, The ban on the CIA from Colby contradicts
Colby's liberal art behefs by denying students access to
Information and prevents than from making their own
'
decisions."
The student governing board was right.
Instead of trying to implement an on-campus ban.
- ----those viho oppose the CIA's.rev.-ruiting should work '
within the First Amendment and inform prospective
-CI.A employees of the agencv:s activities-.
The Echo, Colby's newspaper, would be an excellent
medium in which to present this information to students
and debate the issue

A

When CIA recruiters oink to the lnisersity of. Maine
Oct_ 23. the Maine Peace Action Committee held a
demonstration outside of Wingate Hall, where agency
representatives were talking to UMaine students.
Before and during the demonstration, MPAC
members distributed pamphlets that outlined some
human rights violations and covert actions of the CIA.
In short. MPAC used the First Amendment to present
its point of view.
In the weeks after the CIA's appearance on campus,
there have been seseral commentaries debating the issue
on the response page of The Daily Maine Campus.
Again, the writers-used theu fundamental right of
free speech.to argue their points.
And the LIklaine faculty, like that of colleges
throughout Maine. has not soted to bar the CIA from •
recruiting on campus.
Instead, they seem to have decided that students are
_old enough mad responsible_enough to make informed
choices.
If. after reading both pro- and anti-CIA information.
some fiudents decide to sign up. then they should hasc
the freedom to do so. The administration should not
make that decision for them.
If Colby wants to keep its reputation as a defender of
the First Amendment, the school's trustees should sole
against an on-campus CIA-ban when they meet in
Januar).

Monica Wilcox

Firtabi
More than 800 exams will be gisen
in five short days next week — and
protessors still think their class is the
Only one on campus
Some things will never change.
Finals week is an extremely.
stressful time for man) students. For
some it means reviewing 600 pasts of
statistics. .400 pages of, history.
preparing for a speeSand writing a
Icon! paper-101ln one night.
- For some, unfortunately (and I'll
admit, sometimes like myself), it
means learning how to speak French
and reading20 chapters in a biology
book for the first time since day one
- -Aka matia *hat the sitUatiOn
work piles up the last week of the
StillleSter

It is ms theory. however, that
stress during finals week is not caused by unprepared students, but rather
by slase-drising•professors
Aren't havmg five final% in one
week enough without "mystenously"
adding more work to a syllabus'?
Not to mention that somewhere,
sometime, someone said that final
prelims are forbidden at an time
during the week before finals week.
I believe now that this is an old
I. Maine wises' tale because I've had
one net) semester since l'se been
here So much for polics.
And whs is it that if you base four
finals scheduled. the) all fall on Monday. but if you only has(' one, it's
scheduled for 4 p m on Friday?
And while we're on the subject,
why do we have finals at all?
Finals arc for fifth graders so that
they'll remember their multiplication ,
tables
know' holy to spell --something useful in their lives. How much do professors think
their students retain after cramming
all night, nvanorizAig as much infix:
mation a.s their brains will allow them
to?
• Whs not have just final prelims on
finals week. Wait that makes tooi
much sense.
But since they insist, why not
,rename finals week to finals weeks.
If they took a random sample of
students' grades(as ms stets teacher
would suggest)over a two-week -trial,
finals weeks period, and compared
them to grades from the one week
torture system we have now, I think
there would be a noticeable
improvement
Do you think profasors have sympathy for students as they struggle to
fulfill requirements and spend long
hours of studying during finals week?
Some may, some may not.
One thing is for sure, professors
correcting papers and exams long
after it's over will be the last thing oil
students' minds after Friday.
ASK'
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Monica Wilcox Ls a junior journalism major who takes so much crap
about where she's from, she won't
write it here.
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To the editor:
I have had a car stereo stolen from me- I was mad for a day,
no big deal I have had more
than $300 worth of camera
equipment stolen from me, I
was upset for a month or two,
I got over it.
Now. I have had something
stolen from that I have put all
my talents and abilities into,
something that I was delighted
to be allowed-Mr-share- lath
others who use this fine
campus
1 hope the picture's new
owner is an art appreciates and
takes good care of the picture.
I caul help but feel a little
- Ntotiori-Allar mine was rine'rst
the two chosen from among the
many fine pictures in the
l'niversity of Maine Amateur
Art Exhibit in the lobby of
Hauck Auditorium,

I receivc
from that
many houi
on that ise
Albert Fin
how I used
has to be
every few
detail I wa
lure I ha
have both
This panic
so much ti
Much to m
scseral ger
I couldn't
It was so
life, it had
my wall
I had ne
why- xt
there!
I hate to
hut I *nu
pressing c
see fit to

Bananas. ins]
It''the editor:
This letter is in protest of the
in
bombastic attack on R
Ihetrich's journalistic integnty.
t"Banaruss is losed,•* Nov. 19
issue of The Daily Maine
Campus).
A grisly collection from Kennebec Hall, in their selfrighteous infallibility, feel that
Mr Dietrich has indeed cut his
journalistic throat
Nonsense. The paper has in
the past, and will continue
to print that reporter's articles
despite the Icttcrs the paper
feCel%C% from the various
microcephatous twits on this
campus.
It is a sad statement on his at•
tackas that they Criticize him
for having the "cajones" to
print a dit_Centing view on our
school' Cromer Pyleesque
mascot. It is certamls within his
right to consider Banarkas "a

foolish r
quite just
Take tt
of the si
bookston
very conf
bear on I
what? IC
fidence
the stuck
battled 1
afternoot
aura of p
ly Ind's:at
Fond Al
Bananas
I can't
ed that St
wanting
assault
Lsnn, c
embellisl
across ti
through
that so
yourselsi
No, I

Commentary

Television has changed the world I
*omen in a number of ways, both
negative One way is the projection
ideal womanhood that leaves the 99
who could probably never come clos
to them feeling somehow out of sit
For my mother, the ideal worm
(leaver
I'm sure you've seen her on reru
pearls around the house and kept her
mcnt absolutely immaculate. She nese
of hair out of place as she greeted War
work, with a chaste kiss, prepared Mel
as though she had raided the kitch
Housekeeping and solved every probi
children from broken windows(baseb
in the opposite sex in half an hour.
My mother was a college profess(
only two working women in my neigh
wore her pearl only on special OCCHS
rarely looked as if she had just left a I
During exam week dust accumulate
piled up in the hamper. Needless to
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Response
Please bring back stolen Einstein picture
lo the editor:
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I have had a car stereo stolen from me • I was mad for a day.
no big deal. I have had more
than S300 worth of camera
equipment stolen from me, I
was upset for a month or two,
I got over it.
Now, I have had something
stolen from that I have put all
my talents and abilities into,
something that I was delighted
to be allowed to share atth
others who use this fine
Campus.

1 hope the picture's new
owner is an art appreciater and
takes good care of the picture.
I can't help but feel a little
honored that mmems----drie'of
the two chosen from among the
many fine pictures in the
University of Maine Amateur
Art Exhibit in the lobbs. of
Hauck Auditorium.

I received little gratification
from that when I think of the
many hours and-weeks I spent
on that pen and ink picture of
Albert Einstein, when I think of
how I used a crow quill pen that
has to be dipped in ink after
every few strokes to get the
detail I wanted. Any other picture I have done would not
have bothered me so much.
This particular one, I had spent
so much time on, had meant so
much to me,that I turned down
seseral generous offers because
I couldn't bear to part with it.
It was so much a part of my
life, it had never come down off
my wall until this show.
I had never taken a photo of
ft- hy should
there!
hate to sound melodramatic
but I would not even consider
pressing charges if you would
see fit to return it. Wrap it up

--- and you could leave it sitting in
several places, for instance, the
Union office, at the campus
paper, at the commuter office.
at the business office, or even
at the computer lab on the second floor of So. Stevens. No
questions would be asked.
If anyone has any informa-

thought it would he an idiot.
Also, where does Ms. Murphy
get her information about lot
After reading Betsy A. Murconstruction and maintenence
phy's opinion on the UMaine
costs? It sounds like rubbish.
parking problem. I can come to
Furthermore, it is true that we
only one conclusion: she must
pay for the privilege, but once
be kidding.
paid -for.- it becorrum. a
-'FrrIt of-aft; tnert-are oft* '
2700 resident spaces available RIGHT , does it not? Many
on campus. And no. the U.S. lawsuits have been won based
on implied contracts. Parking
Constitution does not provide
decals here are an implied confor a space for every sticker on
tract.
a university. But, Theo. whoever
To the editor:
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To the editor:
This letter is in protest of the
bombastic attack on R. kljvin
Diet rich's journalistic integrity.
("Bananas is loved." Nos. 19
issue of The Daily Maine
Campus)
A grisly collection from Kennebec Hall, in their selfrighteous infallibility, feel that
Mr Dietrich has indeed cut his
journalistic throat
Nonsense. The paper has in
the past, and will continue
to print that reporter's articles
despite the letters the paper
receises from the sarious
microcephalous twits on this
campus.
It is a sad statement on his attackers that they criticize him
for having the "cajories" to
print a ,dissemmg view on our
school'l Gomel Pyle-esque
mascot. t is s-ertamly within his
right to consider Bananas "a

foolish mascot" for that is
quite justifiable. ,
Take this for cum*: Many
of the souvenirs sold in our
bookstore have the bust of a
very confident and determined
bear on them. The idea being
what? To instill the same confidence and determination of
the students in the men who
battled for us on Saturday
afternoons. Bananas gives the
aura of passivity, which is hardly- indicatise of what I see at Alfond Arena. Let's face it,
Bananas is a %%intr.
I can't believe you swallowed that stuff about Mr. Dietrich
wanting a mascot who has. an
assault record like .Amber
Lynn, etc.- That was purely
embellishment to get his point
across to you. However, it is
--through your lack of perception
that you made fools of
yourselves_
No, he did not expect

picture of Einstein's face, about
21x21 inches. with my name on
the back of the frame and on
the picture itself, covered by the
mat-board.

John J. Bolduc

Parking problems: she's kidding

,
is

here,
final
time
,eck
n old
c had
been

tion to help us locate these pictures please contact. the caw-tent
7e
eg
.1119
81o
t 5C
e tahe
s 1-01f73cl,
uoniioBnusaitn5e8s
0,
fi
or me at my home. 43
Penobscot Ave., Millinocket,
Me. 04462. 723-8987, call
collect.
It is a framed black & white

Bananas shirt to read "Big
Bear," but perhaps "Fat
Ass" instead. As far as lambasting Dietrich for his column
photo, he has been using that
same photo throughout his
career at the paper. He was probably not one to have any sas
as to what photo was used.
That's the editor's job.
In the future I would suggest
a moment of reflection before
you get diarrhea of the pen
again.
Ted "The Guzzler" Boland
Sigma Nu

But so far, who has been
winning?
Certainly not the students.

se
o-if- -does- Ms. Murphy ok-rif"abused?" What data has she
collected to back up that claim?
Back to the- Steam Plant
parking area for a minute. Is
Ms. Murphy aware of the vandalism that goes on there, or is
she blind to that as well? People do park there because they
want to come to school — in
other words, they have to settle for an unsafe parking lot. Is
that what Betsy A. Murphy
Wants the students to do? Many
students park in areas "not
meant for them" (sounds like

--a phrase used batik civil
rights) and get ticketed instead.
And where does that money
go? Who knows?
And as to "her solution,"
where does she get off? Would
SHE be willing to pay for that?
Ulkfaine students had a hard enough time accepting the
ResLife fee. How does she
think they'll like that? My
answer: she doesn't think that
much. Also, Ms. Murphy does
not live here on campus. How
would she like it if she had to
park her car, not in her'
dravessaa.butfour blocks away
and still have to pay for it?
Then she might get the general
idea of what UMaine sttidents
are going through.
As far as parking on campus
goes, let me offer a piece of advice from someone we all
know:
"The needs of the many
outweigh the needs of the few
of the one." • .

Bruce Butterwick
Chadbourne Hall

WHEN W-RITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries
from members of the university community. ketters should be 200 words or
less, and commentaries about 450 words. In order to verify the Validity of-letters. we must have a name, address, and telephone number.

Emily "R.J." Peebles-Sieber

Commentary

ideal woman
Telerision and the
stains, bicycle grease or ice cream on whatever I'm
half hour to straighten out

cies mon has changed the world for American
women in a number of ways, both positive and
negative One way is the projection of images of
ideal womanhood that leases the 99 percent of us
who could probably never come close to living up
to them feeling somehow out of step.
For my mother, the ideal woman was June
('leaver
I'm sure you've seen her on reruns She wore
pearls around the house and kept her home ens ironmeat absolutely immaculate. She never had a it-and
of hair out of place as she greeted Ward, home from
work, with a chaste kiss, prepared meals that looked
as though she had raided the kitchens of Good
Housekeeping and solved every problem of her two
children from broken windows (baseball) to interest
in the opposite sex in half an hour.
My mother was a college professor, one of the
only two working women in my neighborhood. She
wore her pearl only on special occasions and very
rarely looked as if she had just left a beauty parlor.
During exam week dust accumulated and clothes
piled up in the hamper. Needless to say, it took an

awful lot more than a
wearing, usually overalls or sweats.
the trouble I co Id get into.
The other day she confided to me that while I was
In contrast to Fran's elegance and grace. I come
growing up she had felt that there had to be across with all the femininity of a cross between
something a little wrong with a woman working at
Tom Sawyer, Ron Lisnet and Rambo.
a career instead of ensconced in the home being a
mother.
perfect wife and
This morning is I cleaned a turkey and carried
I thought that would never happen to me. Then on a less-than -scintillating conversation with a large,
last night I was watching my favorite local news ginger cat that, ambivalent about the snow, meowed
team. Fran Bouchard was wearing a perfectly every five minutes to come in or out, I wondered
tailored (probably dry-clean only) dress-for-success if there was something wrong with me because I
suit that would remain immaculate for the II
wasn't out covering Bangor's versions of fast o'clock news even if in the intervening five hours breaking news stories.
she had to run out and cover a fire, a Mafia-style
- I.wiiiiderailitirtnedta-perscrnattty my-daughter
blood bath and a mud wrestling championship. Of
will feel out of step with in a couple of decades.
course every strand of her hair was in place. She
was engaging in scintillating conversation with her
co-anchor and the sportscaster while flashing a
smile that could put Ultra Brite out of business.R J is attempting to follow in the footsteps of
I don't own one dress-for-success suit. I perspire
Geraldine Ferraro by becoming certified to teach
if I as much as touch dry-clean-only fabric. My hair
elementary school with the ultimate goal of becomstays in place for five minutes after I comb it, and
ing Vice-President of the United States.
I'm lucky if I last an hour without getting grass
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Adjusting to college: life at UMaine
snow balls "
Ra las elu explained that the coldest it
es er gets in southern India is 15 degrees
Celsius, which is 59 degrees Fahrenheit
Another new experience, he said, was
communicating with people informally.
"(In India) we wouldn't just meet someone on the street and say hello,"
he said. "It's nice how friendship is seri
important here." •
One of the biggest problems at first,
Bentley said, is adjusting to the physical
changes. Foods, time schedules and the
differences in the calendar year are also
new experiences to many foreign
students.
"The International Office haii been sery helpful. At leant
Zenhun Assefa, a chemistry major
oaoe a week I go there or thes ("Oft(awl roe. They do take
from Addis Ababa. Ethiopia, said he
care °Una
had a difficult time adjusting to the taste'
Zerih Uri t.o.rfai. a I Maine ehrtrtir.tr•
of the food at first.
"We have the same types of food at
major from lEthitipia
home, but it's prepared differently."
he said. "Everything (in Ethiopia) is
"Automation is catching up in Inprepared with strong spices.
a 33 percent enrollment increase in just
one year and a 115 percent increase since dia.- he said. "but I knew I had a- - "When go out to eat. !always order
chance to get a better education
spaghetti." he said.
1975.
-One definite difference-between:-Most of these students haveleff-Their.
Bentley said the adjustment period is
country and the United States, he said,
families and friends behind to come to
usually difficult for international
is the calendar year
a farawas continent, an unfamiliar
students when they first arnve; most of
Asset& explained that in Ethiopia
country and a totally different culture
them experience a "culture shock."
there are 13 months in the year: 12
Ruth Bentley. assistant dean of Stu"(('oming here) gives them a chance
dent Ser.ices and International Student
months consisting of about.30 days each
to experience our culture and to reAdviser at 1.3Mainc, becomes directly inand one month of five days (six days
examine their own," Bentley said.
volved with each student the das they ardepending on leap year). and the year
obi'.aty- -look- • at both
"They
rive on campus _
today- m- f+tiiopta--is-4960.
cultures and that's what adjustment
"I realls enjoy the contact with
"If you want to be younger you might
really IN. •
students from different countries."
want to go to Ethiopia." he joked.
And along with culture adjustments
Bentley said "There's constant variety
New Years in Ethiopia is Sept. 10 and
follows a long list of new experiences_
No two days are the same "
Christmas is celebrated 10 days after
"I was fascinated with the snow."
And no two da-vs are the same for inRajavelu said, after seeing a Maine
ternational students — especially those
winter for the first time "The first
who have neser been outside of their
snowfall I ran outside and made
count r‘

W OWN Ulm

Anand Rajavelu, a student from
Stan Writer
Madras. India. a large .cits in the extreme south of the country, said he was
a little apprehensive about coming to the
Malaysia, Uganda. Sweden, Kenya, United States, but is adjusting well.
Taiwan, France — what better way to
"I've nes er been away from home for
experience new cultures than to have
more than fist days." he said. "But
those cultures visit you?
just since my arrival in September. MN
From 50 different countries on every
life has changed already."
continent around the world, new friendRajaselu, 23, is studying for a masters
ships await us-in 041 own back-yards-7—- degree-in eteCtriCaTengineering and was
A total of 206 international students granted a full tuition scholarship to
are studying at the University of Maine. UMaint

Dec..25. Gifts, he said, are not common
at Christmas, but rather are exchanged
during Easter and New Year
celebrations.
Rajavelu said the American calendar
is similar to that of India's except the
months run from the 15th to the 15th
of each month.
Both Rajaselu and Assefa said the
method of giving exams is different at
UMaine from what they are used to in
their countries
In India and Ethiopia, final examinations carry about "0 percent of the final
grade. Consequently, they said, students
don't work as hard during the semester
and are forced to cram at the end.
Rajavelu said he also found the attitude toward education in A,Inencadqp,.posite to that of India. 5'
"When people get jobs(in India)they
-don't go back to school," .he said
"Here there is no age hmit for education. The native language in India is Danul
• and the-people there speak 800 differ
languages. Unlike many American
students, Rajaselu speaks four
Languages. English, he said, was 4,..tight
to him at a very young age.
With all of the English slang and
idioms, coupled with the fact that they
don't normalls speak English. tnternatsonal -stoctents ulmel
suuggk to
understand or be understood.
"People use too much slang."
Asset& said. "For a moment you think
you don't know the language, but after

The Daily Maine Campus
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is taking applications for

Photo Editor
City Editor
Cartoonist
Production Manager
These are all paid positions.
Submit all applications &
examples of work to
Jan Vertefeuille, Suite 7A,
Lord Hall.
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is foreign

a certain period of time, you learn it like
it was English.
"It's difficult to understand people if
they use too much slang, but I've caught
myself saying"'Oh my God' a lot."
Rajavelu said he found it very strange
when people told him to "take care"
after a conversation.
-We use a lot of the same language
--- •
b4c.k. _tiontc...' he _said,the dark when people said that."
Khi Thai, a professor in the Department of Public Administration and
coordinator of the Masters of Public
Administration., has taught many international students over the years.
"Sometimes it's difficult for them to
participate in class discussion because of
language barriers," he said.
'Thai, who is from Vietnam and has
taught at UMaine for 10 years, said the
number of international students in his 1
department is- increasing.
And according to the national In- hi
sit-lute of- International Education.-ate—cl
numbers are increasing. across the tii,4
•nited States.
..........
p
ast year. 343,77/ international
students studied in-the United States. C
Maine universities and socational
schools had 377 of these people and 174 a
students studied at t Maine.
According to the national, census of

WASHINGTON (AP) — The first
Washington based, summit between
President Reagan -and Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbaches versed as a
magnet Monday for demonstrations on
subjects ranging from AIDS to
Afgharustan to arms control.
"The fundamentalists are here, the
Ukrainians arc over there by the black
balloons, the cure-AIPS people are over
there." said Lt, Jeffrey Davis of the
National Park Police, surveying the potpourri of protests as he tried to keep the
groups in their assigned corners of the
one block square Lafasette Park across
the street from the
h ue House
The colorful swirl of activism — with
a fro hundred people flowing through
the park by midday — included props
such as mock coffins, broken "nuclear
unbrellas." photos of maimed

A ttention Graduate
photo h lohn Sart

F thiopian tenhun Assets is a chennstrs major at t Maine
A.C}C.XY.Iti.){1.7.-D.C.:54.
4.C720C10.C...14-1C 7,C1C7JC'10.714-

Looking for a quiet place to study?
Need to get some computer homework
done? How about a few copies of old
tests to help on finals?
Try the EAST CAMPUS RESOURCE
ROOM - left of Stewart Dining
Commons... We have 4 televideo
computers, a photocopier, and a
typewriteLavailabl6
During finals wee we'll be open 12-12.

You are.cordiaJ
a Graduate S

Facu

RECEF
Date: Decem
Time: 5:00 Place: Estab
Main

'Sponsored by the'
GRADUATE E
44.6.4116. ,a0M11044.410146.
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is foreign to
a certain period of time, you learn it like
it was English.
"It's difficult to understand people if
they use too much slang, but I've caught
myself saying"'Oh my God' a lot."
Rajavelu said he found it %cry -strange
when people told him to "take care"
after a conversation.
"We use a lot of the same language
"bui 1-as-M
back_ home...7
the dark when people said that."
Khi Thai, a professor in the Department of Public Administration and
coordinator of the Masters of Public
Administration. has taught many international students over the years.
"Sometimes it's difficult for them to
_participate in class discussion
language barriers." he said
Thai, who is from Vietnam and has
taught at UMaine for 10 years, said the
number of international students in his
department is increasing.
And according to the national Instil ate of International Education, the
numbers are increasing. across the
I piled States.
ast year. 343,771 international
students studied in the. United States.
Maine uniscrsities and vocational
schools had 377 of these people and 174
students studied at UMaine.
According to the national. census of

rnational students

photo h.), John Beer

Tags mark the locations of home countries for (Maine's international students.
foreign students in the United States, the
pus, 140 are studying for either a
largest number of international students
masters degree or a doctorate and most
come from China and Malaysia. With - are t,,rolkdinr -science or engineering
Maine bordering the country. the largest
programs..
the.inkernational_studenta compercent of 1.2Maine's foreign muds:as-- _
arc from Canada, but mans conic fiCim
prise the largest segment, they aren't the
China and India.
only people from other countries at
Nationally and locally, statistics show
UMaine.
a progressive increase in international
There are 25-30 staff and faculty
graduate students.
members and an increasing number of
students who hold immigrant visas on
Of the 206 foreign students on cam-

UMaine's campus.
Bentley said most of the students frequently "touch base" with the International Office and many are involved in
various activities that the office
provides.
• One of the programs, which Rajavelu
is involved in, is the Host Family Program. Families in the university community give international students an
opportunity to experience American life
by inviting them to their homes for
family events and holidays.
In October, the International Office
sponsored a pot luck supper where all
of the foreign students were invited to
bring some type of food from their
country and to wear clothing typical of
their native land.
"(The International Office) has been
very helpful," Assefa said. "At least
once a week I go there or they contact
me. They do take care of us."
Besides needing information, Bentley
said the things students come to her-for
the most is advice on how to interact
h.AmericanS.and how,to get
with
ed in student activities.
"It's a great sacrifice for many of
them to leave their families," Bentley
said, "and they tend to get lonely.
"We do our best to help them adjust."

Protesters --gather-in---W
WASHINGTON (AP) — The first
Washington based summit between
President Reagan -and Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev served as a
magnet Monday for demonstrations on
subjes:ts ranging from AIDS to
Afghanistan to arms control.
"The fundamentalists arc here, the
Ukrainians arc oser there by the black
balloons, the cure-AIRS people are over
there," said It. Jeffrey Davis of the
National Park Police, surveying the potpourri of protests as he tried to keep the
groups in their assigned corners of the
one block square Lafayette Park across
the street from the White House_
The colorful swirl of activism — with
a few hundred people flowing through
the park by midday — included props
such as mock toffins, broken "nuclear
linbrellas," photos of maimed

Afghani children, a man dressed up in
arms Pact, criticized the Soviet Union or
a Russian bear suit, monks bearing • the United States.
drums, and park _regulars like the
woman who screamed stream -ofMilling about under crisp, sunny
consciousness style as she waved a sign
skies, the pro-defense and proreading "Legalire)Sanity "
disarmament advocates struck up adA man on a bicycle held a handhoc exchanges in the form of shouted
drawn sign reading: "December 8th.
debates. Their accents ranged from
John Lennon lived and died for this
.
day."
Ed Wagner of Delaware explained
that the anniversary of I ennon's death
in 1980 coincides with the U.S.-Sosiet
treaty signing, and peace was what Lennon "was all about."
I he biggest demonstration of the day
was staged by about 200 Ukraiman_s who
consider the Soviets an invading force
in their homeland.
Smaller groups peacefully voiced support or opposition. to the U.S.-Soviet

-lttention Health Professional Students:

Dr. Emanuel Lomax from the New England
4 College-Of-Optometry 'will_ speak and-bring
Heidi Young (a UMaine graduate) with him.

ispwalkswediso..owailkisbaiii,dahaellebiwas.40144
4a6044. aliPaea

Attention Graduate students/Faculty $"(-

You are cordially invited to
a Graduate Student and
Faculty
RECEPTION

f

OF

Wed. Dec. 9
12 noon - i p.m.
140 Bennett Hall
Please join us and bring your friends.'

TI

Alfortd Arena

University of Maine
Ages 18-25

Date: December 11th
Time: 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Place: Estabrooke Hall
Main Lounge
'Sponsored by the' ASSOCIATION
GRADUATE STUDENTS
a4isu.c
11 _w.

British to Eastern European to Latin.
"HeY, you're with the Ukrainians"!
- You have to go over on that side, I told
you before," Davis said to two
banner-bearing immigrants who had
edged over to where some Consersatis-c
women's groups were. holding a small
open-air news conference

k

Senior A Ice Hockey League
has openings for players! If
you are interested
call 581-1103.
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Bears corn
$MsLLL
Stan Wtder

Bears to face off _Lwainsi San Diego
by 11. Iamb IllsOtlah
..."•
The University Of Manic hockey team
goes up against the best-tanned college
hockey squad in the nation Tuesclas
es ening as the Black Bears take on San
Diego's United States International
University at 7 p.m. in the Alfond
Arena.
The Lon r- Lomc'sm thy hvrh o
UMaine's 6-2, 1 swap of Hockey East
rival Boston Unisersits on the Terriers'
home ice last weekend.
The wins improved tbe Black Bears'
season record to 10-1-1 ()Serail and 6-1-I
in HE action, good for a second place
tie in Hockey East
U.S. International. led by former
rid
niseis4
Buetow. dropped a 6-3 decision to the
University of Lowell Saturday and
brings a
record (1-8 against Di% ision
I opponents) into Tuesday's matchup
Despite USIU's' mediocre record,
UMaine Head Coach glawn Walsh isn't
taking the southern California-based
team lightly.
"They're a real hard-working team
and they're certainly capable of
anything." said Walsh. alluding to the
Seagulls' upset ot last year'. NtAA
champions. the University of North
Dakota. last season
'

-We need to focus in on our defen%Re awareness and effort, Walsh
added.
Said defenseman Bob Beers, who
played against USIU social times while
at Northern Arizona Unisersity,
"They're an easy team to take lightly.
They're good skaters and we have to be
ready for them."
Added forward John Massara.
--"We're going-tirrlay them--iust hkan
other team."
A fact in UMaine's fasor is the
Seagulls' youth:
"They're a- young team, with just
eight players who are either juniors or
seniors.- Walsh said.
Among the players on the USIU
roster is former Black Bear Dewey
rtaristered tO USW tolloWing the 1984-85 season. However,
Whahn was unable to tra-Yel- iiith the
tSIU squad due to injury.
While it would be easy for the Black
Bearsto hase a letdown after their
strong series with Boston University.
'Walsh feels his squad is playing well
enough to -avoid any such problems.
"What I was trills happy with was
the way we's e taken pride in hard work
and defense," Walsh said. "The offense will take ChM of itSeif.
"Special teams have been outstanding. We had three power play goals and

- a short-handed goal and we shut BU out
on special teams "
Following the US1C contest, the
Black Bears will has e a couple of days
to prepare for set another big weekend
as the Hockey Fast-leading Northeastern Unisersity Huskies come to
Orono for a Friday-Saturday series with
UMaine.
• •. •

---Mter--12--games. TT aj'I'c-dis thats
UMaine team scoring race is going to be
a three-way battle.
Seniors Mike (.olden and Mike
McHugh are neck-and-neck with 2S and
26 points respectisely and sophomore
Dave Capuano is just behind them with
1.2 points.
Golden has the team lead in goals
—
vtith 14 while M6E-ugh-leads In assists
with 17.
McHugh also has the lead in penalty
minutes with 26. six more than Vince.
Guidotti.
Guidon leads the Black Bears in the
ptusminus catagory. with a plus-23
oserall tO his credit. Defenseman Jim
Burke is next with plus-12.
Capuana_also has -four powerto his credit, one more than
playgos
Golden. McHugh and Jack Captiano.
McHugh has set the standard for
short-handed goals with three, one better than Mario Thy er No other Black

Bear has tallied a single short-handed
goal
In the nets, both Al Loring and Scott
King has e had line statistical seasons so
far
King, with a record of 6-0-0, has held
opponents to just 2.83 goals-per-game.
while accumulating a save percentage of
.900.
Loring, 4-I-1 overall, is just behind
king with a GAA of 390ill a .870
case percentage.
As a team. UMaine has outscored its
opponents 77-41 and boasts a power
play efficiency of 28.8 percent (17 of
591.
In Hockey East. the UMaine power
play is even more dominating, as the
_Black Bears base scored on 32.6 petcent
red' to a
of-their opportunites,
-46,7 percent Riccevi, rate for their foes.

The record will show that the University of Maine women's basketball team
finished fourth in the four-team Lady
Friar Classic Saturday and Sunday, losing two games.
The record may also show that senior
Certted-&-CantadlinZ1FieriA1-*4411F*0--tev.et teeth as a result of an elbow to the
chops from All-American Cherie Nelson
of -the University_ of Southern
California.
What the record and box scores won't
show, however, is that this performance
probably did more to gise the UMaine
program credibility than back -to-hack
seasonal records of 22-7 and 24-4
achieved in 1986
.
arid 1987.
- The faer-is.- that though th.. Blat.k
Bears lost to Pros idcnce College 83-78
and dropped a 83-63 decision to USC,
for the first time UMaine proved that it
can play with the hest teams in the
nation.

Christmas Personals
Whether they've been naughty or nice, you can
send friends or someone special a message for
only 25' per line. The deadline is 12:00 noon on
Thursday, December 10. Please turn all personals
in to Suite 7A, Lord Hall.
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"Now we kno* that we can compete
with the top teams in the nation."
Coach Peter Gesell said. "Before the
tournament, we didn't know that."
Gavel said a dry spell in each game
cost the Bears victories, and that despite
the tent'.-point margin in the second
game, his team had an opportunity to

The record will show that the University of Maine women's basketball team
finished fourth in the four-team Lady
Friar Classic Saturday and Sunday. losing two games.
The record may also show that senior
--:Lrenteriii-Coffitt.t)inid_herself-with two Sunday's console-In:in-final -against
fewer teeth as a result of an elbow to the
USC. UMaitic trailed by only two at the
chops from All-American Chenc Nelson
half, and Gesell said the score was not
of • the University of Southern
indicative of the closeness of the game.
California.
"Halfway through the second half we
What the record and box scores won't
hit a dry spell, and that. Rachel
show, however, is that this performance
(Bouchard) fouling out and Liz getting
probably did more to gise the UMaine
hurt hurt us," Gavel said.
program credibility than back-to-back
Coffin had her two top front teeth
seasonal records of 22-7 and 24-4
knocked out, three other teeth loosenachieved in 1986
.
and 1987.
ed, and underwent a root canal after
Tire fact-iv.- that'though--the Blak -rairmg-airelbow-from-Nelson-4-ateanalseBears lost to Pros idence College 83-78
game.
and dropped a 83-63 decision to USC,
Gave(' said Coffin is ex-pected to play
for the first time U,Staine -proved that it
in Sunday's game against Utica. but she
can play with the best teams in the
may have to wear safetY equipment such
nation.
as a mouth or face guard.

Coffin, who was sclesd to the alltournament team, scored 20 points to
lead the Bear
Other ('Maine players in double
figures were Victoria Wanes, who
scored 13. and Jen Smart, who had II.
Paula Pyers led USC with 23 points.
while Nelson scored 18 and Holly Ford
had 16.
_
---Atairist- Providence the Bears held a
substantial kad for most of the first half
and took a 43-35 lead into intermission,
but fell sictim to the Lady Fnars' 53 percent shooting in the second half to lose
by five. .
Providence placed six players in double figures, including Andrea Mangum.
who scored 25 points and grabbed nine
rebounds. Liz Lawlor and Helen Jessie pitched
Vanghecm. Shanya Bans and Doreen'
Ferguson scored 10.
Bouchard led UMaine with 22 points
and 11 rebounds, while Coffin pitched
in with 16 points. Victoria Watras turn;
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Discover how Sheldon-the Computer:Nerdgets the big bucks.
Why does Sheldon end up getting all the job
offers? Is it because he's got Einstein's IQ? No
way-. But he does have the smarts to know all
about Zenith Data Systems.
Zenith Data Systems
s and monitors are
not only greatior college. they're also pro-
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The Zenith Ihita
Systems ea7.y -pc
Here's a Mil,featured
computer that's so
son* to operate. vou
can be up and running
within minutes atter
opening the box Just
plug it in and the eal.y
A: mil tell you exactly
what to do . thanks to
Microsoft's* MS-DOS
Tho..f7V IEJC

alio comes with a id
monochronw monitor
on a tit-swivel hair. Ar

grammed to take you straight into-ritr career.
Now you .can experience Sheldon, Computer Nerd success. And at great student p -es!
Just check out the special offer below at yqur
Z- enith Data Systems Campus Contact. Sheldon says it's definitely executive matenal!
Here's the Sheldon Special!
easy -to-use keyboard.
And P1 co anpatibohts ,
'oit-an ftlet virtually
ad the
And (-clucation software
Also available at a
special price, with
purchase, is Microsoft Works-an
easy -to-use Stift% are
package which enables even a first time
user to run the most
popular ty-pes of PC
applications'
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Microcomputer Resource Center
12 Shibles Mall
Orono ME 04469
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Chelmsford MA 01824
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ed in a I4-point, 9-rebound.6-assist performance for the Bears.
Smart scored 12, to go with nine
hoards and rise assists, and Debbie Duff
had 10 to help the Maine cause
Maine plays host to Utica Sunday at
2 pan.

*Summit
(continued from page 1)
Obukhov, the U.S. and Soviet
negotiators, who put the finishing
touches on the accord over the weekend.
It was to be inspected by chief U.S.
negotiator Max M. Kampelman and
-other U.S. officials, sent to the National
Security Council to be checked..and was
Prt Wed late MondaY--a4 I hP- stateDepartment.
" Accompanied by his wife, Raise. Gor
bathes arrived from London to suburban Andrews Air Force Base. A formal
welcoming ceremony ted-by-Retigan will
be held on the White House South Lawn
on Tuesday, complete with a military
honor guard and a fife and drum corps:
, The Soviet leader said the signing of
the INF agreement completes work "on
the question which all of the people, all
of the nations of the world hase been
looking to us to do." Gorbachev said
that at the center of his talks with
Reagin "will be the pivotal questions of
Soviet-American relationsLquestions of
reducing strategic offensive arms."
Saying he knew what he was going to
tell Reagan, Gorbaches said. "We are
horiing that we will hear some new
words on their side. ...
"We can neither of us shirk the role
that we are to play in world affairs. We
must act with the utmost responsibility
to our peoples and the peoples of the
whole world."
White House spokesperson Marlin
Fitzwater was asked if the White House
is ready with "new words."
"There are areas in which new ideas
can flourish," he _replied. "I don't
want to pre-judge how the talks will go.
But we're willing to bargain and we're
willing to talk."
Reagan, during a picture taking ses,ion as he was commencing a meeting
at the White House with his military
Joint Chiefs of Staff, talked in glowing
terms of the INF treaty.
But Reagan Also said that in addition
to signing a treaty "that will eliminate
an entire class of offensive nuclear
missiles, I want to use the summit to
move forward in other areas." And
he specifically mentioned" the START
issue.
On Capitol Hill, Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole declared that "I don't
trent .Mikhail Gorbaches" and said the
-United States should keep expectations
in check about the summit and the
possibility for genuinely improved
relations.
In a toughly worded speech, the GOP
presidential contender charged that the
Reagan administration had managed to
"stuff the INF agtrement down the,
throat of NATO, but it took a
diplomatic 'Heimlich maneuver' to do
that."
"We can't afford a repeat of what we
hase seen on INF," he said. adding
that a future summit . should occur
"when arms cOntrol events, and not our
political calendar, dictates."
Atte- his arrisal statement. Gorbaches boarded the second in a line of
several Soviet made "Zil" limousines
for the 30,minute drive torthe Soviet
Embasss on 16th Street mi downtown
Washington.

•
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BC trounces Black Bears Monday,100-70
w kyle 11181mr1
Cluards Dana Ramos and Jamie Ben•
ton combined for 45 points and
spearheaded a tenacious pressure
defense, leading the Boston College
Eagles to an easy 100-10 sictory over the
I. nisersity of Maine at the Roberts
'Center in rfiestn-iii --11111 Slonda
es ening.
Maine was looking to post its first win
of the season over a Disision I school.
but could not keep up svith a bigger and
much quieker Boston College squad.
The Eagles ran off to an early 12-2
lead. paced by 'four points each from
.Barros and Benton.

- But -atter a time-out, the Beats made
a strong comeback. Reggie Banks and
T.1_ Forester led a 17-9 Maine run to cut
the margin to 21-19.
'But from then on, it was all Boston
College. The Eagles scored the next
eight points, and the Black Bears could
come no closer than eight points the rest
of *the way. They trailed by 14 at halfTTMC; and Boston College eventually-went on to build a 33 point lead before
settling for their final 10 point margin
of vk-tory.
Maine, whose record fell to 1-1 on the
season. received<an encouraging effort
from Forester(-4h0 scored 1 7 points
after averaging ust 47 ppg on 22 percent shooting in
first three contests

photo* Awl*."Ve.. •
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Santa ',lied good little hoss and girls at Saturdas s Christenti% party
Brothers Big sister. at the klIfond srenJ

• ,Ranks. whose plasing time due to the'
stress fracture to his kg-increased from
20 to 25 minutes. had a team-high 18
points including three dunks.
Barros, one of the premier point
guards in the East. led the Eagles with

25. points. Benton had 20 and center
Tyrone Scott chipped in with 12 more.
Maine *ill hope to get hack on the
winning track when it comes back home
to host the I nis ersity of lov•ell Thursday night at the Memorial Ciymnasium,

*College
Reese% recently toured Central
America with Kemp. while Dasid
Miner. Reeses's immediate predecessor.
how works for the Kemp campaign in
North Carolina.
Critics add "it •s no secret•'the('RN('
supports Kemp. although the group is
supposed to remain neutral until the
party picks its candidate next summer
"I'm concerned." said Wyoming's
Egan. "It's not right that the College
Republicans support one candidate os cr
another."
"You need to tike stands,"
countered Bunn. "There's nothing
wrong w ith calling a. spade a spade_"
College Republican actisists credit
themselves th_drumming up signif14p; campus support fog
Reagan Bush campaign in 1984.
Whether the "tension" between the
youth arid adult wings of the party. the
CRNC's Kemp bias or its bitter infighting ultimately will ohs tate another
"student sole'' in 1988 is not clear yet.
"The College Republican National
Committee sees itself as more important
than it is." Such contended — hey
send us a little money and posters that
nobody uses. Beyond that. their effect
is minimal. That the aserage CR cares
about any of this is debatable."
"It's the state and local chapters that

trontinued from page Si
_
are important." Colorado's Johansen
added "If you have a good state
organization the (RN( doesn't mat
set . Reese' worries that the recent splits
will. His critics. he said, are "not hur
ting me, they're hurting the organization. I hope oYer tune they will realize
that they need to gross up and put forth
the best interests of the party oser their
own interests."
"I think the *hole thing is silty,"
said Johansen. "But we base a new
leader, and ss'e nerd to support him. ••
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Conscious?
Elactrui)s,s is the answer.
°Find out how you cars look •
and feel better
For permanent results- Call •
foe a free consultation
•
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specialists
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December Graduates!!
Wednesday, Dec. 9th -- PUB CRAWL in Bangor
Busses will be at the Union (by Shibles) at 8:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Pick-up will be at 12:00 & 1:00 a.m. at Casa Bonita's
(fomerly Benjamin's).
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Hart calls a
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One of the • foremost
challenges that faces the United
States in the 1980s and '90s is
the controlling of the nuclear
arms rate- according to Sen.
Ciary_Hart.
Hart; who spoke at the
Irmo.cruty cif-Maine Tuesday
night, said the signing of the
nuclear arms treaty by Sosiet
Premier -Miltheil .Gorbactie.
and President Reagan has
marked a "historic day."
"1 hope that this is.isoi-aas
end, but a beginning of the controlling of the nuclear arms
race," Hart said.
Hart described four realities
of the world today - the diffusion of economic power, a post World War II expansion of nationalism, the emergence of a
global market, and the advent
of nuclear weapons technology
The United States should res
pond to these realities, Hart
said, by redefining the nature
and terms of arms control
"We must seek a test ban
agreement and a verification of
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Criminal
trespassing
k.pargrs filed against a Maine
Peace Action Committee
member last Thursday havc
been dropped. said Douglas
Allen, MPAC member and
Uniiersity of Maine profess& of philosophy.
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Casa Bonita's - Band "SHY BOYS"
75c drafts w/specials on sombreros & margueritas.
FREE NA cHos
z

McCarthy's ;Drink specials all night llong!!
Whig & Courier - Happy hour prices all night!!

Thursday, Dec. 10 -- PUB NIGHT in Damn Yankee
Band "CEREAL KILLERS" - 9:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.
$1 per person - December Grads free!!
50' drafts!
PROPER ID REQUIRED & STUDENT ID
Kick offfinals the fun way!!
L

MP
member I awrence Reichard h
trespassing drpplwil against him

